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                    Experience the bluedress INTERNET MARKETING® Difference

                    BEING ONLINE WITHOUT A STRATEGY IS LIKE A CAR WITHOUT FUEL.

                    We bring the fuel!

                    Anyone can build a website or open social media channels. Thus, mediocracy is rampant online. In order to have a fully optimized and ideal presence, it takes strategic focus. Excellence always rises above mediocracy!

                    An Excellent Online Includes:

                    
[image: point-1]
                        	Building a Solid Foundation (Website and Online Channels) Utilizing Expert Technical & Creative Skills

[image: point-2]
                        	Designing Effective User Experiences (Digital Media & Content Pieces)

[image: point-3]
                        	Being Found on Google | First Page Rank


                    Ready to Talk? Book a Call
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                    Your Website is Your Chance to Make a Great First Impression

                    THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES ONLINE
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                        Understanding the Data

                        How your company, product, and services look online is now more critical than ever and could be costing you multiple opportunities. In a mega digitized world where the reach can go as far as the universe, it can be hard to find and to understand the data that matters to you. What information is relevant to you? Who are your buyers and where do they live? What motivates them to buy? How much do you have to spend to 'play' in their world?

                        READ MORE
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                        Identifying the Best Online Strategies for Growth

                        One of the biggest challenges business owners face today is understanding how to communicate effectively with their potential customers online. Once you've figured out your buyer's persona the next step can be overwhelming. With so many online marketing options available what digital strategy is going to be the best ROI for you? How long do you have to run an integrated strategy before seeing leads? These are all good and smart questions!

                        READ MORE
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                        Oversee & 
Monitoring

                        The devil is in the details! Once you've determined your best strategies and course(s) of action to get more online leads the implementation can be extremely challenging when you don't have a digital team in-house. Winning strategies often include products that need seasoned experts to build: Lead Gen Pages, Websites, eMails, PPC, Social ADs, Blogs for SEO, Web Videos etc.

                        READ MORE
                    

                

            

            
                We Are Internet Strategy Consultants!

                WE DO ONLINE MARKETING DIFFERENT

                We utilize the art of psychology within digital communications. Creating a website, or a social media message encompasses more than just a graphic and text. We focus on digital marketing that creates micro-moments that positively and profoundly affect a user's experience (the human element). The end goal is to create digital marketing that engages and converts. What kind of customer journey and conscious awareness need to be achieved to create interest and ultimately that conversion? This is woven into every internet strategy we build.
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                    Our Turn-Key Services

                    bluedress INTERNET MARKETING® 
SOLVES THE HEADACHE OF ONLINE
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                        We Dissect the Data

                        (Know You, Know Your Market)

                        One challenge as mentioned above is data understanding. The first step is to know your market and analyze the viability of your product/service in the digital world...

                        

                        READ MORE
                        
                            
                                
                                    Step 1: We Dissect the Data

                                    (Know You, Know Your Market)

                                

                                
                                    One challenge as mentioned above is data understanding.

                                    The first step is to know your market and analyze the viability of your product/service in the digital world. This research report is a fundamental building block to identifying the strategies that will be the most effective. Your truths and your target market truths are the core nucleus.

                                    	7 Core Truths@Client Listed
	Authenticity Search Aligned - w/Client's Core Truths
	Analyze Predictive Behavior Search -Key Search Comparison
	Reveal High Performing Keywords
	Google Search Quantity Analysis
	Social Search Volume
	AD Predictability #Reach (PPC + Social)
	GTrends in Consumer Search
	Consumer interest search trends "over time"
	Regional consumer search interest trends
	Related consumer search interest trends
	Key Search Phrase Recommendations
	Secondary Search Terms
	Probability of Top of Google Page Ranks
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                        We Design Build Your Plan

                        (The Digital Products for Your Plan)

                        We have a digital team of seasoned experts in their field to build and create the absolute best in class websites, graphic designs, video animation pieces, content creation, +...
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                                    Step 2: We Design Build Your Plan

                                    (The Digital Products for Your Plan)

                                

                                
                                    We have a digital team of seasoned experts in their field to build and create the absolute best in class websites, graphic designs, video animation pieces, content creation, +. Your success depends on the micro-moments we create in your customer's buying journey. Every digital touch point is well thought out with focus and intent on achieving the end goal of having potential buyers convert and become a high quality lead for you. After all, we are building your own personal Lead Generating Machine!
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                        Train & Coach for Plan Implementation

                        (Execute)

                        Carefully thought out with linear action items of percision execution according to your blueprint is what makes this work. We take all the pieces built and implement...
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                                    Step 3: Train & Coach for Plan Implementation

                                    (Execute)

                                

                                
                                    Carefully thought out with linear action items of precision execution according to your blueprint is what makes this work. We take all the pieces built and implement with a systematic process followed with QC checkpoints at every stage of plan implementation to ensure optimal success. It takes a full team of seasoned digital experts to oversee implementation to perfection. Updates are given to the client weekly to allow full understanding and we not only encourage but enjoy our client's participation during the process of building and implementing their Lead Generation Machine.
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                        We Track & Measure Success

                        (Adapt & Modify)

                        Once the plan is implemented then we track and measure the success of your plan based on the success criteria determined upon launch of your program...

                        READ MORE
                        
                            
                                
                                    Step 4: We Track & Measure Success

                                    (Adapt & Modify)

                                

                                
                                    Once the plan is implemented, we track and measure the success of your plan based on the success criteria determined upon the launch of your program. Measurements can happen weekly and or monthly determined by the length of time necessary to achieve the end result. Understandable reports and updates from your client specialist make it easy for you to know where your campaigns stand and put you in the driver's seat. Simple and Easy for You to Understand & Participate is our Goal, and Winning for You is our Game!
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                        We Continuously Monitor & Help You Optimize the Plan

                        (Create Peak Performance for Your LEAD GENERATING MACHINE)

                        One of the most critical parts of online success is consistency when monitoring the data...

                        READ MORE
                        
                            
                                
                                    Step 5: We Continuously Manage & Optimize the Plan

                                    (Create Peak Performance of Your LEAD GENERATING MACHINE)

                                

                                
                                    One of the most critical parts of online success is consistency when monitoring the data. Day in day out, week in week out, month in month out we are identifying the items that quantify a 'success', a win for a client. Correlating the action items that equated to that win are identified and repeated. Consumers are fickle though so constant monitoring and adaptations are critical and perpetual for the ultimate peak performance of your Lead Generating Machine. A predictability formula (Investment=X ROI) is given after 3-6mos of data.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
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                                        KnoxTNLaw.com

                                        "Bluedress was exceptional in their service and product. My website speaks for itself. It is comprehensive and well-done. I would highly recommend Bluedress for your website and marketing needs."

                                        [image: John Dupree | KnoxTNLaw.com]
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        PumpTex, Inc.

                                        "Bluedress is doing a great job helping PumpTex boost there digital marketing footprint and has turned out to be a great partner for us. We have seen real results from the investment we made."

                                        [image: Jay Ruth | PumpTex, Inc.]
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        HL Environmental

                                        "From the onset Ingrid and her team of dedicated professionals at Blue Dress Internet Marketing lead the way to create a new look for our company website. The result is a professional-looking company website rather than the old DIY website builder program used previously...thanks again for all your hard work!"
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                                        Responders 1st Call

                                        "Ingrid and her team are very creative and a delight to work with. They collaborate with us, then add their ideas, and experience to get it done!"

                                        [image: Dr. Ann Hawkins | Responders 1st Call]
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Vaughn Pharmacy

                                        "We have been using BlueDress for years now to handle our websites and social media pages (for Vaughn Pharmacy). They even designed a fresh, new logo for us! Ingrid is so insightful and always helps us understand our monthly numbers and ratings. We have had AWESOME numbers, results, and feedback from our customers/patients since using BlueDress. Ingrid's staff is also very good at keeping us on track with relative content and up-to-date posts and information for our followers/patients. 5 Stars all around!!"
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                                        Butler, Vines & Babb

                                        "Blue Dress Internet Marketing has done a wonderful job for us for several years now. Ingrid and her team are top-notch, providing expert advice and tools to elevate our law firm's online presence!"
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                                        Dublin Dance

                                        "Ingrid and her team at Blue Dress Internet Marketing have been exceptional. They have designed an entirely new and fresh design for our site. They are on top of updates and working with them has been a joy."
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                                        Gent Heating & Cooling

                                        "Ingrid and her team are phenomenal! Attention to detail and very knowledgeable in what they do. Our phones now ring off the hook!"

                                        [image: Ralynne Gent | Gent Heating & Cooling]
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Trendz Salon

                                        "Bluedress Internet Marketing did an outstanding job in establishing a fresh and vibrant internet presence for our business. Our website now allows us to reach an entirely new market for our salon’s services which has boosted our client base and bottom line. They not only established the webpage and the functionality to schedule new and returning customers, but also generated fun and engaging marketing material that we have been able to feature on multiple platforms. Ingrid and her team are very easy to work with. They spent the time to understand our objectives and concerns and the end product reflects this effort. I will not hesitate to give them a call for all of my future internet marketing needs."
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                    Stay Up To Date With Industry Trends

                    LATEST BLOG POSTS
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                    EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK & RESULTS
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            Stay Up To Date With Industry Trends

            LET'S GET YOUR PROJECT STARTED!
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                bluedress INTERNET MARKETING® provides research-proven digital strategies and powerful marketing ideas. Our strength is full service, turn-key implementation. Creating multiple digital channels and strategies to help grow your business!

            

            
                
                    CONTACT

                
    
                

                    	bluedress INTERNET MARKETING®, Inc. 
827 Loop Road 
Farragut, TN 37934


                    	865-378-7711


                    	info@bluedressinc.com
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